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Syracuse Law CraOtJate Fills Canfield's Position
by R.W. Peters

Her position should be call
ed Law Student Ombudsman.
Instead, Vivian Garcia's· title is
the rather intimidating one of
Assistant Dean for Admissions
and Student Affairs.
Ms. Garcia, a graduate of
. the CorneH School of Labor
and Industrial ..Relations and
Syracuse Law School (Class of
'81), began working at UB Law
in late December of 1981 . She
is replacing the notable Alan
Canfield, who occupied a
similar position prior to assum
ing his current job with the
Division -of Undergraduate N- Assistant Dean appreciates
level of morale at·ua
Education.
Ms. Garcia was hired as a Ms. Garcia's efforts up to this
liason between students and point. She was pleased with
administration. Any serious the smooth passage of this
gripe with school policy should complex event.
be channeled through her.
With the BALSA regional
The recent BALSA conven· over, Ms. Garcia will have far
tion has occupied the bulk of more time to devote to the

In keeping with this goal,
Ms. Garcia will be attending
SBA meetings, meeting with
the heads of the various law
school organizations, and mak
ing herself available to the law
student population in need of
an advocate or counsel. She
will of course be a key voice in
student admissions and faculty
recruitment.

(Kevin Moran}

needs of the entire student
body. "I want to stress that my
concerns rest with the entire
student body - not just with
the minority student popula
tion," said the new assistant
dean.

With only a month or so of
her new job "under her belt,"
as it were, Ms. Garcia is un
doubtedly still getting her sea
legs with regard to her present
employ. However, she men
tions that so far she has found
her work environment to be ex
tremely pleasant, and the town
itself to be very liveable. She is
especially impressed by the at
titude of the students at U B
Law.
"Compared to Syracuse, I've
found the level of morale and
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activism at U B to be very
high," stated the enthusiastic
Carcia. "If my initial impres
sion is borne out, it will be a ·
great pleasure to work for this
institution."
Ms. Garcia is married, and
currently resides in the Allen
town area. She apprec:fates
that locale for its nigh~life, its
varied architecture, and its
sense of neighborhood.
As for recreation, she likes
nothing more than a brisk
game of squash, a sport she ad
mits to picking up while at
Syracuse. She is also partial to
a good game of low stakes
poker, and wonders if such ac·
tivity exists at UB Lair\'. If so,
she wouldn't mind sittin' in.
In addition, Ms. Garcia also
breeds birds, Australian Zebra
Finches to be precise. Only
time will tell what she will find
more fragile - Finch eggs or
law students' egos.
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"The function of a free press is to comfort

the afflicted and afflict the comfortable.''
-H.L. Mencken
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U.B.-Sponsored BALSA Regional Termed A Success
by Michelle P. Wong

Second year U. B. Law
students Sylvia Fordice- and
Angela Reyes tied for best oral
advo.cates in the preliminary
rounds of the Frederick L.
Douglass Moot Court Competi
tion Northeast Regional
rounds held at U.B. Law School
this weekend .
The competition was the·
featured event of a three day
convention of the Northeast

Region of the Black American
Law Students Association .
Leander Hardaway, president
of U.B.'s BALSA Chapter, took
primary reponsibility for
organizing the event.
Participating schools in the
Northeast Region included
IJ.B., Boston College, Hofstra
University and Harvard Univer
sity, which sent two teams.
This year's distinguished panel
of judges included Judge
William Murphy of City Court,

Baltimore, Md., Rose Sconiers,
Executive Attorney, Legal Aid
Bureau, Buffalo, Carl Cooper,
professor at the University of
Pittsburgh Law School and
Joseph Feaster, Esq., director
of the Boston Chapter of the.
NAACP.
Conference a~tivities were
held at the Marriott Inn and at
the Law School. The conven
tion was a landmark occasion
in the history of U.B.,'s BALSA
Chapter for two reasons. First,

-SUSTA Again Imperiled
by Muc Ganz

The State University Sup
plemental Tuition Assistance
program (SUSTA), currently
giving 25% of SUNY-Buffalo
Law School's students finan
cial aid, has been eliminated
from the New York State Ex·
ecutive budget,. according to
Governor Hugh Carey's offi~e.
This is- the second year in a
row that the law-school's finan-.
ciaf aid program has been
removed from the Governor's,
budget, and last year it was on
ly after an intense lobbying ef
fort by Dean Thomas .Headrick
that the SUSTA .ptogram was
restored by the New York State
Legisl\lture.
~

/

According to Student ~ar
Association President Robin
Romeo, the fight will be harder
this year than in years past,
"but not impossible." Romeo

said, "Our strategy is to apply ~unity Program · (EOP), with
pressure · on state legislators more students seeking money
(Mitch Stein}
Frederick Dou1lau Competition finalists
early, and en masse." She went - out of the EOP pool.
John Carr, Cecil McNabb, Paula Stepter and Louis Brown
on to say that tables would
Meanwhile, in Washington,
soon .be set up where students it was learned that President it brought recognition of Buf attorneys-to-be. The competi
will be asked to write letters or Reagan's propo~ed budget falo's chapter and second, it tion was founded as a vehicle
phone their local senators and eliminates guaranteed student marked the culmination of for law students of color to
assemblyper.sons.
loans for graduate students, in- · Hardaway's presidency, as he hone their lawyering skills and
The SBA President said that eluding law students. The intends to become involved to achieve a standard of ex
Dean Headrick would be ac· . Reagan Administration has with the organization at the na cellence measured in competi•
tion on both regional and na
tively contacting leading propesed that students turn to tional level.
The meeting was a chance tional levels.
legislators, especially those the Auxiliary Loans to Assist
This
year ' s problem
from the Western New York Students (ALAS) program, for Black American law
region. "Dean Headrick's ef- which charges 14% interest a students to come together and centered on the issue of vote
forts last year were greatly ap- year, as opposed to the 9% a t~lk about the future directon dilution in Burke County,
predated, and we hope that he year for current federal loans. of BALSA. This concern was Georgia . The question
applies equal pressure this
If
the
Sl,!STA
and echoed by Judge Murphy in his ·presented concerned whether
year," Romeo added.
guaranteed student loan pro- keynote address. The judge at-large voting as opposed to.
Students are eligible for posals are adopted, it is likely stressed the potential of new district voting invited invidious
SUSTA if they receive max• that many law students will avenues · of progress at discrimination. The main case
imum Tuition Assistance Pro- have to drop out of law school. BALSA's disposal in directing on which the problem hinged
was Rogers v. Lodge. Adding a
gram (TAP) payments'. There is One law student's reaction to its own future.
The Frederick L. Douglass real life dimension to the com
a -feeling among law school ad- the proposal was; "This may be
ministrators that if the SUSTA . my first and last year in law Competition showcases the petition was the fact that this
proaram is eliminated, there school . Without the grant and oratory skills, the legal writing case is presently being
will be massive pressure plac- loan, I could not possibly be talents and the quicksilver litigated.
- continued on page 6
reactions
of neophyte
ed on the Eco11omic Oppor- going to law school."

SBA To Fight For SUST A
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SUSTA· IS
Necessary
It appears that once again the 25% or so of
UB Law students are in danger of losing their
SU STA grants. Governor Carey has again propos
ed that this I ine of supplemental assistance be
axed from the 1982-83 budget.
This move points up the fundamental lack of
commitment by the Carey administration to
publically funded education . SUST A funds, not
even totalling $300,000, are deemed expendable,
while -the Governor found it expedient to pull
$140 million out of the State's coffers for
Syracuse University' s Carrier Dome . Additional
ly, Carey recently gave his support to a state gift
of $31 mil.lion to RPI. What gives here?
The SUST A grant, in many cases, means the
difference between law school attendance and
dropping out. If Carey's intention is to have a
legal profession comprised solely of the landed
gentry, then SUSTA should be discontinued .
Such a cut, combined with the Federal Govern
ment's expressed plan of backing out of federal
ly subsidized student loans, will soon put a legal
education out of reach for all but the wealthy or
the lucky recipient of the occasional scholar
ship.
The fight for SUST A is an important one, in
volving more than the small grant alloted to in
dividual students. We urge all to join in the fight
to save SUST A.

ELECTION FOR
PHOTO EDITOR
Today, 3 pm, Rm. 724
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by Robin Romeo

envelopes, stamps, a sample
letter, and a list of the issues.

The SUSTA (State University
Supplemental
Tuition
Assistance program has once
again been left out of Gover
nor Carey's proposed budget.
Last year the elimination was
effectively halted through ef
forts made by law students and
Dean Headrick.
To stop the elimination an
optimal number, of senators
and assemblymen must be
contacted and appealed to, to
vote against and help fight the
cuts .
Many issues will be the sub
ject of concern in this year's
budget, so the most effective
tools we have in getting state
legislators enlisted in our
behalf are time and numbers.
We have to reach them en
masse and soon .
The SBA voted in a general
board meeting to take on the
SUSTA fight as its major visi
ble political cause of the
semester, on behalf of the
~tudents . It was decided that
the most effective way of
reaching our legislators is
through a letter writing cam
paign by th~ entire student
body. The SBA has set up a
table outside of the library pro
viding_,writing paper, a list of
senators and congressmen and
their addresses and di~tricts.

Why fight the SUSTA cuts?
For several reasons: 25% of
the student body receives
SUSTA, a cut would have a
"rippling". effect on the other
available financial resources,
and the law school as a whole
would be effected.
SUSTA is an additional grant
of $600 per semester to
students who receive the full
TAP award of $300 . This
eliminates 72% of tuition cost.
A rippling effect would occur
on the other financial aid pro
grams, .causing fewer students
overall to receive aid should it
be cut. NDSL/Work-study and
tuition waivers are a limited
pool of funds, which extend to
a greater number of students
as SUSTA provides a gap-filler.
Cutting SUSTA would mean
less aid to go around in general
and would enable a smaller
number of needy students to
attend law school. This would
result in less diversity in the
student body and less appeal
to come to ' SUNYAB/Law
School.
SUNYAB/Law School is the
most
expensive
state 
supported law school in the
country . TAP and SUSTA are
the only state means of finan
cial grants and Carey's budget

plans to cut 66% of it. This cut
is ridiculous and our legislators
must be made aware of the
fact that we don't want it cut.
All law students would be ef
fected and are encouraged to
help in the letter writing cam
paign.
In other SBA news, a student
opinion poll regarding grade
changes is being researched.
The possibility of additional
vending machines and/or a
food change is also being
researched. Distinguished
Visitors Forum will be bringing •
Daniel Ellsberg to speak at the
law school March 17. Later in
the year Sen. D'Amato and
Sen. Moynihan are scheduled
to speak . An SBA Sub
committee has been formed to
research the issues and com
pile a resolution regarding
Squire Hall . The board has also
recently voted to allocate
money to: The University Wide
Day Care Center Committee
for costs of a feasibility report;
the N.Y. City Interview Pro
gram; Association of Women
Law Students to hold a con
ference on infant formula
marketing in Third World
Countries; the G.S.A. to help
sponsor the First Annual Se
cond Semester Dance Boogie;
and Moot Court Board for ad
ditional costs incurred this
past competition .

Sally-Mae Add'.s Flexibility
by Joe Ruh

SPECIAL FOR GRADUATING
SENIORS:
You can reduce your mon
thly student loan payments
while you establish yourself in
your new career. On January 1,
1981 , Congress authorized the
Student Loan Marketing
Association (Sallie Mae) to
begin offering various repay
ment options to students
repaying their student loans .
The purpose of the program is
to provide students easier
repayment options and
hopefully avoid default on the
loans.
Sallie Mae is the student
loan equivalent to Fannie Mae
(remember Property 2 ?). Sallie
Mae functions by paying off
all your credits in a lump sum,
and working out a personally
tailored repayment plan with
you. The advantage to the in
stitutions is that they receive
their loan proceeds back
quicker, and can then make
more loans to students . The ad
vantage to you is that you can
spread your payments out over
a longer period than the ten
year maximum currently allow
ed by student loan legislation.
Although it is a non-profit
agency, Sallie Mae is directed
by Congress to become self
sufficient, requiring no annual
federal support. Accordingly,
when it consolidates a
student's 3% NDSL loan and
the student's 7% GSL loan, the
new loan carries a single in
terst rate of 7% . The beneficial
interest rate on the 3%· loan is
lost, but the repayment op
tions under Sallie Mae might
still make consolidation attrac
tive.

For example, assume you
graduate with $5000 in NDSL
loans and $15,000 in GSL loans
outstanding. Also assume that
you would elect to use the
maximum time currently
allowed to repay those loans,
currently 10 years for both
NDSL and GSL. The typical
monthly payment would be
about $230 per month, for ten
years. You will be expected to
begin those payments six to
nine nionths after graduation .
Sallie Mae offers three op
tions, all keyed to a longer
repayment schedule .
OPTION 1
Rather than paying $230 per
month for ten years, under Op
tion 1 your payments are $155
per month for twenty years (or
any term less than twenty that
you choose). The payment
stays constant over the whole
term of the repayment.
Option 2
In anticipation of your
career starting slow, but pick
ing up steam later on, under
Option 2 you pay $125 per
month tor two years, with
gradual increases every two
years, to a maximum of $216
per month for years 19 and 20.
Option 3
For the fast mover, who ex
pects quick earning increases,
Option 3 offers a variation on
Option 2 reducing the term to
any amount less than 20 years,
with corresponding larger in
creases every two years. For
repayment in 15 years, for ex
ample, monthly payments start
out at $125 for two years with
gradual increases to 5285 for
years 14 and 15.
The cautious among you will
look to the total payments re
quired and see· that, under Op
tion 1, for example, total

payments at $230 per month
for 10 years al"e $27,600,
whereas at $155 per month for
20 years total payments are
$37,200. However, before
dismissing the options offered
by Sallie Mae as too expensive,
it is important to remember
that great tax concept - the
Present Value of Money.
Unless the prevailing interst
rate falls below 7%, it may be
to your advantage to take the
money you would have used to
pay off your loan early (the dif
ference between $230/month
and $155/month, or $75) and in
stead invest that $75 in an area
which can return you interest
at the prev, iling rate, say 15%
or so. Or, use the money_t_o buy
food and pay the rent. In either
case, with inflation around
10% annually, that $155 is go
ing to seem awful small in
years 15 through 20.
I obviously cannot endorse
the program . However, I can
offer it to you (for your infor
mation and further scruti~y.
The ideal time to get into tne
program is just when your first
loan payments are due .
Therefore, you should begin
filling out the application
material about four months
before that date to give the
system time to work. You can
write away for information and
applications ahead of time to
the following address:
The Student Loan Consolidation Program
P.O . Box 1600
Merrif1eld; VA 22116
For more information, con
sult the fact sheet and illustra·
tion posted on the Financial
Aid Bulletin Board in the se
cond floor mailroom, or see
me in my Qffice, Room 314.

Fight To Save Squire Hall Cains MOmentum by Earl R. Pfeffer
The administration and the
students protesting the closing
of Squire are no closer to ac
cord than they were two weeks
ago. Unless the Board of

All week long warnings
emanated from President Ket
ter's office that criminal
charges and suspensions
would follow any continued
obstruction of the University's
plans to close Squire.
·

Trustees and the Administra

tion perform an unexpected
turnabout,' the University will
move ahead with the February
26th closing of the facility.
There had been rumbling in
high places that Squire might
be kept open until the end of
the semester, thereby enhanc
ing the students' chances of
permanently, saving the Union .
But last week'.s announcement
by SUNY Central that further
delays in construction would
not be possi ble due to " legal
and fiscal constraints" quash
ed a·II remaining hope that the
building would be saved ab
sent some form of successful
legal action .
Nonetheless, the students
plan to continue their protests.
A sit-in was organized for last
Friday night, despite threats
from the administration that
the lenience shown the 87 pro
testors arrested the previous
week would not be continued .

ter's earlier position. The fact
that the President had
previously spurned the latter
option suggestecl that some
one els~ may now be pulling
the strings. One student leader
speculated that Albany qoesn't

Shadesof the '60's
as Squire becomes the 1.ocus of protest

The Universit_y had already
received a dose of bad press
from a New York Times educa
tion survey which ranked UB
high academically but low as
to "quality of life." According
to the article, even Oral

(Mitch Stein)

Early Friday morning the Ad- · want the adverse publicity
ministration announced that which would result from the
operation of Squire would be mass arrests of students pro
expanded to 24 hours a day . testing the closing of their
This marked a .1,eversal of Ket- union .

Roberts University where sex,
alcohol and rock-and-roll are
forbidden, offers its students a
better social life.
Despite the Administration's

shift in policy, several hundred
students attended the rally Fri
day evening where they heard

speeches, enjoyed music and
danced. By 1 a.m., most people
had · left the facility, but a
group of 25 remained and
plans to camp out inside the
building until they are forced ·
to leave.
The SBA has yet to take a
position on the closing of the
Union. Last Thursday they in
vited student representatives
from the Dental School and
leaders of KABOSH to present
their differing opinions on the
issue. It remains to be seen
whether on,ot SBA.will take a
stronger position in the future,
whether on Squire's closing or
on the equally pertinent issue
of the lack of a student union
on the Amherst Campus.
In this area of Reaganomics,
perhaps students will have to
turn to the private sector to
meet their needs . One law stu
dent in fact suggested that
some business person should
open up an oversized burger
and beer hall on Main Street
and call it "the Student
Union." Maybe " trickle down"
will save UB's social life.

Equitable Distribution Subject of Law Seminar
by Barbra Kavanaugh
The 1980 New York State
Equitable Distribution law has
created sweeping changes in
matrimonial law by allowing
judges wide discretion; by re
quiring ·the lawyer to act also
as a business person, an ac
countant and/or a banker, and
by giving individual clients a
great deal more responsibility
and voice in their financial
future .
The new law was the subject
of a program held on January
30 at John Lord O'Brian Hall,
arranged by Professor Paul Bir. zon and· second-year student
Joyce Funda. Birzon and Fun
da organized the program
specifically for U.B. law

students in recognition of the
fact that no single course at
this school offers a com
prehensive analysis of the new
law. While the area is of par
ticular -interest to students tak
ing Family Law or Federal Tax
11, Birzon and Funda felt that
an understanding of the law is
essential to anyone intending
to practice in New YOFk State
or any of the other equitable
distribution states.-"
Two U.B. law professors, the
Honorable Joseph J. Sedita,
New York State Supreme Court
Justice, and five local lawyers
spoke about such areas as case
management, the role of the
expert witness , disclosure,
separation
agreements,
modification and enforce-

DAil EIAMS AllEl'T LIICE
LAW SCIDDL EIAMS
Knowing how to analyze complicated essays, con
fusedly combining several fields _of law, and writing
coherent, logical and consistent answers thereto, can
make the crucial difference in passir;ig the Bar Exam.
Why not get the feel of 16 very difficult Bar Exam
questions before the Feb. or July, 1982 Bar Exams?
Thousands of students, for the past 40 years, have
been convinced that the approach · analysis - and style
techniques and methods they need at THE KASS PRO
BLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS were essential to their suc
cess on the Bar Exam .
Six successive Sundays, starting June 6, 1982, from 1 to
4 p.m ., at the N.Y. Sheraton Hotel, 56th Street & 7th
Avenue, N.Y.C.
Tuition: $125
U B Agent: Aldric Reid

KASS PROBLEM
ANALYs1·s CLINIC
27 William St., N.Y.C.
· 10005 (212) WH3-2690

ment, and tax considerations.
Perhaps one of the most
striking changes the new law
has brought on is the enor
mous amount of judicial
discretion which may now be
used in marital dissolutions.
Professor Birzon pointed out
that although the legislature
has established certain factors
for the judge's consideration in
distribution of property,
maintenance and child sup
port, the law allows considera
tion of "any other factor which
the court shall expressly find
to be just and proper" in deter
m In Ing distribution or
maintenance. As Richard Gor
don, speaking on the manage
ment of an equitable distribu
tion case, commented, "Under
the new law, the limit is only
the creativity of the judge and
lawyers," in property settlements and maintenance
payments "as long as the settlement is enforceable and
identifiable."
However, according to
both Gordon and Barbara
Handschu, who talked about
s e par a tion
agreements,
roughly 90% of all marriage
dissolutions end in voluntary
settlements and do not go to
,ourt. This requires that a
matrimonial lawyer be capable
of designing a settlement
"package" which is fair to both
parties.
"Besides trial expertise, the
law office today must have
some ~non-lawyerlike business
skills, such as those of the
business person, accountant
and banker. Lawyers must be
able to draw-the client into the
process
they can have a
meaningful say in their financial destiny," says Gordon,
pointing out that it can be
"very difficolt to interview a
woman who has been home
with the kids for twenty years ·
and n·ever seen the size of the

so

(Frank Bolz)

Equit.lbleDislribulioni,a,nelists
respond to student question

mortgage payments. Most in
terviews are more like a banker
than a lawyer talking to a
client."
As the new law requires
matrimonial lawyers to enter
sometimes unfamiliar areas
such as business and accoun
ting, the expert witness is
becoming more and more im
portant in marriage dissolu
tions. According to Grace
Marie Ange, " experts are
useful, and we need them
more now than we ever did.
We used to need psychological
and medical experts, but now
we use actuaries, accountants
and other business types."
However important the ex
pert witness, it still remains for
the lawyer to discover all the
relevant facts about the finan
cial position of his or her
client. Under the old law, pro
perty was retained by the
owner, but under the new law,
'the court can force transfer
from the owner to non-owner,
even without direct contribu
tion, in making an equitable
distribution of property.

Because of this new power,
Nelson Zakia said that
"discovery, always of utmost
importance, has become ab
solute I y crucial in the
equitable distribution case.
The first interview has been
enlarged in time and detail and
the lawyer should be aware of
any clues leading to finding
out the actual financial and
property interests of the mar
ried couple."
The program ended with a
presentation by Professor Ken
Joyce on the tax considera
tions in the equitable distribu
tion case and a "View from the
Bench" by Justice Sedita.
Although it was a well-plan
ned and comprehensive pro
gram, and was very infor
mative for the audience of
over 100 students and practi
tioners, the presentation could ,
do no more than scratch the
surface of a complicated new
area of the law. The many
unknowns· and uncertainties
will be discovered and handled
by lawyers and judges in years
tp come.
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Prison Task Force Offers Chai lenging Programs
by Bill Altreuter

Other observations by Attica visitors to date have provided a diverse view of what
life on the inside is really li~e
- or at least how it is shown.
"Like parochial school 'with
green pants (Note: stripes are
no longer de rigeur as. prison attire) and more rul~s:•· reported
one tourist, but others looked
past what was shown to them
to arrive at deeper conclusions. "There's obviously a lot
of tension in the air which they ..
fice, we are in the process of try to disguise by only showing
creating a reference file on the best parts," commented
subjects relating to women one observer, while another
and the law.
noted that "when they close
More specifically, our plans·· one gate behind you and
for this semester include an all you're standing there with 50
day conference on "Bottle convicted felons waiting for
Babies," concerning the inter them to open the gates in front
nation a I and domestic of you, you begin to realize
marketing of infant formulas, what life in there must be
and featuring speakers from like."
lnfact, and Nestle Corporation,
Because of the overas well as local experts on crowding problem which Atnutrition, international law tica faces, tours are limited to
and corporate policy; a film groups of six once a week for
called "Nothing Like Love," the remainder of the semester.
concerning the pornography Sign-up is in the second floor
industry; a panel discussion mail room.
with women in non-traditional
lndividuals who are inlegal careers; a lunch program terested in doing something
with Gray Panther, Maggie positive about prison condiKuhn; and, of course, the Na tions after being exposed to Attional Conference in March.
tica should look into the AlWe encourage participation bion Inmate Instruction Profrom all and urge women law gram . The Facility at Albion,
students to indicate types of recently featured in Newsweek
programs they would like to be is a medium security prison
involved in or like us to spon noteworthy because it is one
sor.
of the few prisons in the coun-

Attica Correctional Facility issue that was narrowly
Tours are in full swing once defeated at the polls last
· November. This year students
The Prison Task Force is again.
"Last year's tours of Attica who have been on the tour
assuming a higher profile this
semester with the resumption were cancel!~ because of in already have reported that the
of its two most successful pro mate overcrowding. This situa facility is substantially more
jects. Both the Albion Inmate tion resulted in the proposal of populated than visitors have
Instruction Program and the a $500 million dollar bond noted in previous years .

Policy Statement: Women Law Students.
The Association of Women end we have sponsored pro
Law Studerts is in its second gr ams with the Women
year. Thej purpose of the Lawyers of Western New York,
Association is to facilitate the in which women attorneys with
entry of women into the legal different careers and perspec
profession, both during law tives have spoken. Additional
school and afterwards. The ly, we are planning an Alumni
group is an umbrella organiza Network through which past
tion composed of women with women U.B. law graduates can
many diverse opinions and help those newly entering the
perspectives. Our programm profession.
ing reflects such diversity.
Each semester the Associa
Among the group' s interests tion sponsors a number of
is a community outreach pro films and speakers on topics of
gram. involving working in pro interest to women. The group
grams of particular interest to also coordinates and helps
women, . such as battered sponsor students attending the
women and rape counseling. National Conference on
We also try to provide publici Women and the Law. The Con
ty for community groups that ference will be held in Detroit
need volunteers and we this March.
welcome any such informa
Finally, the Association
tion.
holds meetings and occasional
Another prime goal of. the social events. We have an of
Association is to promote con fice in Room 10 (next to Moot
tact between women law Court) and try to maintain
students and women already in regular office hours (a sign up
the profession. Towards this sheet is on the door). In the of-

UUflB
Concerts
and
Th•
Tralfamadore Cafe present an even
Ing of Jazz with

James
..Blood••
Olmer

and the

Arthur
Blyth
Quartet

try with a mixed population.
The yard is bisected , by a
tence, which ·the inmates are
not permitted to come within
six f.eet of. S9 they stand' op
pqsite of _each other, twelve
feet of air and chain link bet
ween th_em, and ' they talk to
each other. It is a picture at
once civilized and perverse,
and it neatly sums up how
disciplined their existence
must be if tl:iis is regarded as a
privilege enjoyed nowhere else
in this state.
The Prison Task Force has
taught Legal Research and
Writing to both 'the men and
women inmates in the past: ··
Generally speaking these are
all individuals who have serv
ed a lot of time, and are at Al- •
bion because they have been
model prisoners elsewhere.
Consequently, they are more
or less resigned to their
presence inside, and the pro
gram therefore leans less
towards the areas of criminal
law and procedure and more
towards areas of more per
sonal, immediate consequences, such as article 78 pro
ceedings, family law, constitu
tional rights and effective
writing techniques .
This semester's program
consists of a class being taught
to a group of the men inmates
on Tuesday nights. Interested
students should contact the
Task Force through the
Lawyer's Guild Office.

I couldn't
pass
the bar •• •
If you're not certain what the difference is between an
ordinary "bar" and a great one, its time you came to P.J. Bottoms.
P.J. ·~ (as we are so affectionately known) offers YOU enriching edibles,
splendiferous spirits, frivolous frolics and bewildering atmosphere galore.
No wonder more and more U .B. Law students are saying, "P.J. 'sis one
bar not worth passing.(up)."

P.d.BOTTOM■

FOOD• BOOZE - BOOGIE
_,. .... ..._.
......_ a.,- i a u
......,_

Friday. Feb. 26th. I pm
Sqalre Hall. FIiimore Room
Tickets: $4.50 stadent
$6.50 non-student
......_ •t S4alre H•II Tkllet Office
Fellnaa-yUl.1982

~sbestos Related Injuries Center Of Controversy
Editor's Note: This is the firstof tre~ely flexible and durable. · respiratory
·
system, enter t he

·
o r- home
environment,
Its physical structure allows it digestive tract. Most of the although certainly dangerous,
to be woven or spun into yarns, fibers which enter the digestive it is not as hazardous as when
materials or fabr,·cs. A.,,bestos
"
sys t em a~e excreted . However, t he material is being handled.
fibers can also .be laid and , some may become embedded
There are many occupations
individuals injured from pressed to form paper or used in the walls of the
asbestos expos~re.
as structural reinforcement for gastrointestinal
tract. _in which asbestos exposure
materials such as cement Although not as common as constitutes a serious health
by Alexander Pluhe
plastic or asphalt.
' asbestos related respiratory hazard. Although fewer than
Because of its high tensile disease, gastrointestinal six-hundred persons in the U.S.
On October 29, 1981 the strength, flexibility, heat ·and disease has been casually link are employed in mining or mill
Court of Appeals of the State c hem ical resistance, and ed to asbestos .
ing asbestos, millions are
of Newl'ork renderec;I its long favorable frictional properties,
Because the s ma 11 er employed in occupations
awaited decision in Steinhardt asbestos is adaptable to an ex- asbestos fibers ·are more apt to which use the substance either
v. Johns-Manville Corp. 1 The treme and diverse variety of become airborne and are more as a raw material or in the form
decision in Steinhardt covered uses. Various authorities state apt to remain in suspension of a finished product which
seven actions for pe~sonal in that there are thousands of they present the most serious contains asbestos. Over 37,000
juries arising from long term uses of asbestos . The U.S. problem to human health. persons are employed in the
exposure to asbestos. In each Bureau of Mines states that the Moreover, the ·1arger asbestos manufacture of products from
case the action was fnitiated number of discrete uses of the particles which do enter the raw asbestos fiber . Over·
more than four years after the substance exceeds 2,000, while body are more likely to be 300,000 are employed in oc
victim's last employment the Asbestos Information caught by riasal hairs or expell- cupations which process
related exposure to the
asbestos manufactured pro
substance. Based upon the
ducts to make other products.
Millions more work in fields
three-year statute of limita
tions ~pplicable to tort cases
which utilize a• finished pro
in New York the court held
duct containing asbestos with
that each of the causes of
out additional modification .
Over 185,000 of these are
aciton was barred because not
employed in shipyards. ln
brought within the prescribed
s u I ato rs,
automotive
time period. The New York
repairmen, especially brake
court, relying on forty year old
and clutch repairmen, and
judicial precendent, 2 refused
shipyard workers constitute
to adopt a rule in which that
the largest number of those ex
statute of limitations would
posed. There are also
begin to run, not from the date
bystander or secondary ex
ot exposure to the substance,
posures to the substance.
but rather when the resulting
Moreover, even the wives of
disease was or could have
asbestos workers who do their
been discovered . In doing so
husbands' laundry are exposed
the court concluded, "We
to fibers which have con
believe it to be inappropriate
and injudicious to intrude into Association and Canada's ed from the system in mucus. taminated their husbands '
an area best suited for Department of Energy, Mines It is the smaller particles which clothes.
and Resources suggest that are more likely to be retained.
legislative scrutiny." 3
The foregoing indicates the
The Steinhardt decision is ii- there are more than 3,000 uses . While available evidence sug extent of the asbestos ex
lustrative of the problems with Wherever heat and fire have gests that the detrimental posure problem. Joseph A.
which courts have been faced presented a threat to safety or health effects of asbestos ex Califano, former Secretary of
when an applicable statute of to surrounding material or posure are both time and' dose Health, Education and
limitations is raised as an affir- equipment asbestos tradi related, even a relatively light Welfare, has estimated that
mative defense in an action to tionally has been used as an in exposure can produce disease eight to eleven million workers
recover for personal injuries sulator. Many insulation pr<;> years later. Manifestations of have been exposed to
arising from exposure to ducts still contain asbestos; asbestosis and carcinomas in asbestos, and that during the
asbestos. TheSteinhardtcaseis however, greater public workers heavily exposed to next 30-35 years 67,000 people
particularly interesting, not on- awareness of the deleterious asbestos usually occur from will die from cancer caused by
ly because the case arose in health effects of the substance ten to thirty-five years after exposure to the substance.
Erie County, but also because has caused some reduction in their initial exposure to the One of the foremost medical
of its surprising result. The the number of uses to which
New York Court of Appeals is asbestos is presently put.
in an ever decreasing minority
Asbestos is one of the most
amoung courts as most dangerous of all naturally oc
jurisdictions have adopted curring materials. The reason
discovery or manifestation the material is so hazardous is
rules in cases where injury because it is easily friable . A
does not result until years after material is friable if it can be
exposure to a particular readily crumbled into small
substance. The Steinhardt pieces, pulvarized or powered.
result seems particularly out of Individual asbestos fibers are
place in a jurisdiction which extremely small. Futhermore,
has long been known as a they cannot easily be
leader in upholding and pro- destroyed or degraded. Their
tecting the rights of injured small size and shape permit
citizens.• The decision has them to become airborne and
already been criticized as hav- to remain suspended in the air
(Earl Dotter)
ing damaged New York's for long periods of time.
Whenever asbestos fibers
reputation as a jurisdiction in
authorities suggests a more
which justice could be obtain- are exposed to the environ substance.
Occupational exposure to conservative annual death toll .
ed by an injured citizen within ment minute particles are
the state's legal system.' The released · which enter and asbestos presents the most Nonetheless his estimate is still
Steinhardt result will un- permeate the air con serious health problem. There staggering. Dr. I.J . Selikoff
doubtedly ~ the center of taminating the surrounding are several reasons for this. estimates that 20,000 asbestos
considerable controversy area. Once the fibers are air First of all individuals who are caused deaths per year will oc
among members of the bar, borne individuals frequenting exposed to an asbestos con cur in the U.S. until the year
bench and legislature in the the area are exposed to them. taminated environment on the 2000.
The seriousness of the
comina months.
It is the inhalation of air ·con- job inhale the material eight
Asbesto~ · is a g~,:ieric term tain_
lng asbestos fibers which is hours a day for many years. Se health problems caused by
given to a family of naturally so dangerous. While most of cond, because in an occupa asbestos is not only due to the
occurrin1 silicate minerals t~ fibe~s; especially "the_ larger tional setting the material is substance's toxicity, but is also
which separate into retatjvely ones, w,11 not ~emain •~ the often bein1 handled, its due to the fact that exposure
soft, silky fibers. Ttie proper- lun1s, · some are ~etarne~. triability tends to increase the to the substance is so
ties of asbestos are unique ' those :Which are retained wrll number of airbrone fibers and widespread. -There is no doubt
therefore the amount which is that asbestos related disease is
amona natural!)' occurrin1 •stay forever.
mineral substances. Asbestos " Once inside the nos~ and bein1 inhaled by employees in the lar1est single occupational
is non-flammable even at very mouth the particles ~an, rn ad the area. When Asbestos in health problem of our time.
hiah temperatures, and is ex- dition to enterin1 the sulation is exposed in a school Even though concern over the
a series of articles examining
asbestos, its link to 'c!isease and
the im~ct
. of statutes of limitations on t~e rig/;rt to recovery of

health problems associated
with asbestos exposure has
caused the aovernment to pass
laws limitin1 the number of air
borne fibers in a particular en
vironment in the past decade,
no reduction in the number of
deaths is likely to occur for at
least another 1 S to 20 years.
These recently passed limits
will not help those exposed
during the 1940's, 19SO's, and
1960's whose illnesses are

presently developing but have
not yet become manifest.
Three major diseases are
known to be asbestos related.
These
are
asbestosis,
pulmonary carcinoma (lung
cancer) and mesothelioma.
Asbestosis is not a carcinoma.
Rather it is a condition of the
lungs resulting from the con
tinua·! inhilation of asbestos
fibers over an extended period
of time . The disease is
characterized by scarring of
the lung tissue. It occurs when
minute particles of asbestos
become lodged in the lung
tissue and remain there caus
ing a tissue reaction that is
slowly progressive . and ap
parently irreversible. The reac
tion occurs when scar tissue
surrounds the lodged particles
in order to prevent the par
ticles from moving around or
causing irritation to neighbor
ing cells. In the case of limited
exposure to asbestos the en
capsulation of the fibers is a
good thing. The problem is
when the number of asbestos
particles inhaled causes so
much encapsulation that the
functional area of the lungs
becomes significantly reduced
making breathing difficult. It is
at this stage, when breathing
becomes difficult, that the
disease asbestosis is said to be
present.
Asbestosis is the most com-
mon disease associated with
exposure to the mineral. It
typically develops in workers
who are continuously exposed
to airborne asbestos fibers .
Normally the latency period
for asbestosis is 15-30 years.
The ave.rage period of latency
is 17 years. However, in some
individuals the disease
manifests itself in less than 10
years. Still others who are
heavily exposed to the
substance never develop the
disease.
Pulmonary carcinoma is
also considered to be linked to
asbestos exposure. While ex
posure to asbestos is the only
cause of asbestosis, lung
cancer has many causes, only
one of which is · asbestos .This
creates a potential problem for
plaintiffs trying to prove
causation in an action against
the manufacturer of an
asbestos product. Studies in
dicate that lung cancer is
much more prevalent among
asbestos workers than among
the general population.
However, studies also show
that a cigarette smoking
asbestos worker is many times
more likely to contract lung
cancer than his non-smokin1 co-workers. This again presents
a problem for plaintiffs
wishing to prove that their lun1
cancers were caused by
- continued on page 6
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Three Coins Party
Many law students felt at liberty to behave like perfect fools.

(photos b y Kevin Moran)

Asbestos
- continued from 5
asbestos exposure. It also
presents the possibility of a
....,iefense of contributory or
comparative negligence being
raised by the defendants to
such an action .
Mesothelioma is a malig
nant tumor which arises from
the mesothelia surface lining.
Asbestos is considered by most
authorities to be the major
cause of mesothelioma .
Although mesothelioma was
the last of the major asbestos
related diseases to be linked to
the substance, the relationship
was documented by the 1960's
at the latest.
Adverse human health ef
fects have long been known to
be caused by exposure to
asbestos . In 1924, Cooke in
England diagnosed a case of
asbestosis in a woman who
spent 20 years in a textile fac
tory weaving asbestos . Within
the next ten years many cases
of asbestosis were observed
both in the U.S. and abroad. By
the mid 1930's the hazard of
asbestos as a pneumocomotic
-<tpust was universally accepted
by the !f1edical field .
Throughout the 1950's and
1960's many medical reports
and studies on asbestos and
workers exposed to the
substance were published . In
.,-1965 a study entitled "The Oc
curence of Asbestosis Amo_ng
Insulation Workers in the
U.S." was published by 1.J.
Selikoff and his colleagues.
After examining and studying
, 1522 insulation workers the

Pa,e lix
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Maritime Cou·rse Gains S.u.p_p ort
•

• •

authors concluded that
asbestosis and its complica
tions are significant hazards
among insulation workers .
Despite knowledge of the
hazardous nature of asbestos,
the U.S. government did not
enact any regulations to pro
tect workers from excessive ex
posure to the substance until
1969. By way of contrast,
England enacted regulations
which reduced exposure to the
substance in 1933. . These
regulations led to a striking
reduction in the incidence of
asbestosis among the workers
in England employed after
1933.
' In the Matter of Jeanne
Steinhardt, as Executrix for
James McKee, Jr., v . Johns
Manville Corp., et. all., No. 434,
_N.Y._ decided October 29,
i981 .
2
Schmidt v . Merchants
Despatch Trans. Co., 270 N .Y.
287.
1
Steinhardt v. Johns-Manville,
No. 434, _N.Y._ decided Oc
tober 29, 1981 .
• McPherson v. Buick , 217 N.Y.
382, (1916) is representative of
the cases decided by the New
York Court of Appeals which
gave the court a reputation as
a leader in protecting the
rights of injured citizens.
5 New York Law Journal
December 23, 1981, Levy
Stanley J., "Toxic Torts," pg. 1,
col. 1.

by Jim Newman
The Student Bar Association
and the International Law
Society have ·formally endors
ed a proposal for the addition
of a course in maritime law
here at U .B. Law School. The
proposal calls for the hiring of
an adjunct professor from the
Buffalo maritime law com
munity and the introduction of
the course no later than the
Spring term of next year. The
proposal also mentions the
fact that almost 140 students
have requested that maritime
law be taught here and that
New York State has the largest
admiralty bar in the nation.

Moot Court

After initial elimination
rounds, a tie developed bet
ween U .B.'s team, represented
by Fordic~ and Reyes, and Har
vard's team represented by
John Carr and Cecil McNabb.
A "tie-breaking'" round was
held between the two teams to
decide which one would ad
vance to the final round of
competition . After intensive
argument by both sides and
vigorous questioning by the
tripartite panel of judges, the
winner of the tie-breaker was
announced . U .B.'s team lost to
Harvard by only one point with
a final score of 157.5 to 156.5,
The
final
round
arguments pitted Carr and
McNabb against Boston Col
Next Issue: Problems raised by lege's Paula Stepter and Louis
statutes of limitations in  Brown. Harvard beat B.C. in
the final round of competition,
asbestos related litigation.
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Deans Headrick, Greiner, Law School curriculum . This is
and Boyer have all expressed · especially true given the fact
support for the inclusion of that U .B. considers itself to be
such a
ourse in the Law a "national law school. "
Supporters also plan to ex
School -~u riculum . Professor
Leary has ~tated that an ad- tend their campaign into the
miralty course here would give Buffalo maritime commerce
U.B. a complete international and -law communities. They
law program . It would appear, believe tha( the expansion of
then, the remaining obstacle is Buffalo port activitiy has been
budgetary.
one of the most ignored
Each fiscal year the Law · elements of possible revitaliza
School is allocated a finite tion of the area . Maritime law,
amount to .be spent for adjunct then, could become another
and visiting professors . Sup- area of cooperation between
porters of the proposal feel
that the maritime law ·course is the community and the Law
a top priority because the School. Supporters hope to see
absence of that course is the the announcement of an ·ad
most glaring omission in the miralty course made this term.

t

• • •

and both schools will represent
the Northeast Region in the
National Frederick L. Douglass

-continued from page 1
Moot Court Competition to be
held at Temple University in
Philadelphia.

DISCOUNT DEADLINE TODAY
•
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First & Second Year Students-SAVE $150 off ·
regular price: $~25 plus book deposit if enrolled by Feb. 18th
Seniors-SAVE $25 off .regular price
price: $550 plus book d_
e posit if enrolled by Feb. 18th
FREEZE PRICES WITH $50 DEPOSIT

PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY EXAM
(MPRE)
Test Date is Friday, March 12.
ALL JU~16Rs. and SENIORS may fake
BAR/BRl's MPRE Review Course for NO AD·
DITON.AL COST by simply depositing an addi
tiona-~$50 toward the final· ba.l ance of your Bar
Review Cou ~se.
Course: Wed., March 3rd, 6-10 pm or
Sun.~ March 7th 2-6 pm
Room 107
'
1

Irving Younger CPLR Course
18 hour comprehensive NY Practice Course

cost 'tor Bar/Bri enrollees: $45
See the first lecture free: 2/18 3:3,0-5:30 or 2/21 12-2 pm
Tentative course dates: 2/28, 3/7, 3/14, 4/4
l

For information on any Qf these programs,
see -one of these BAR/BR/ representatives:
Orest Bedrij
bana Cowan
Carol Cramer
Rocky D'Aloisio
Ann Demopoulos
Ellen Dickes

Pat Dooley
Mike Doran
John Feroleto
Paula Feroleto
Arthur Scott Garfinkel
Julia Garver

..· BAR/BRI

·

Mark Suzumoto
Mark Reisman

Christopher Reed
Aldric Reid
Joe Ruh
Steve Scheinfeld
Jon Solomon

Leander Hardaway
Tanya Harvey
Judy Holender
Ruth Po.llack
Cheryl Possenti

-

Richard Roberts
Robin Romeo
Karen Russ

.

The Review course Taken By More People Studying For the N.Y. Bar than ALL Others Combine-a.

.

I

.

.
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Sports Fans Likely To Find Cable T.V. A Rip-Off
by Steven Getzoff
Any prolonged discussion
concerning sports in recent
years ine.vitably turns to televi
siop, for the interaction
amongst these industries is sur
passed onfy by that of the
engine and the wheel. Most
major ·sports now derive an
overwhelming proportion of
their gross revenue from televi
sion contracts . Tickets sales
can never hope to keep pace
w i·t h the · r Is I n g sa I ar i es
demanded by the players and
thus, few teams, if any, could
survive even a single season
without television .
Perhaps th.e biggest success
shared by the two industries is
Monday Night Football, a
phenomenon that has forced
the reorganization of social
itineraries, and the demise of
countless romances . With that
in mind, we may soon have the
pleasure of being introduced
to several new concepts soun
ding something like this: Thurs
day and Sunday Night NBA
Basketball, Friday and ;Mon
day Night NHL Hockey and
Saturday Night College Foot
ball . Before a final 's week type
panic sets in amongst the na
tion, I must point out that none
of these telecasts would in
volve the pre-emption of your
favorite prime time sleaze
operas. The new programs will
be offered courtesy of one of
the most recent inventions in
sports relecasting, Cable TV .
Referred to as the sports fan's

dream, cable TV has bee\able
to perform these mir"-cles
originally by bringing in out-of
tow n stations, and now
through two relatively new all
sports networks, ESPN and
USA. It is the iminent expan
sion of the latter that will
make the proposed offerings .
ESPN is currently negotiating
.with the NBA for -the" Sunday
Night package (USA has it on
Thursdays) and for the Friday
Night NHL package (ESPN cur
rently arranges telecasts with
several teams in the N.E. area
individua_lly, while USA has the
rights on Monday Nights).

The College Football pro
gram was purchased for an
outrageous sum by Ted Turner,
one of the pioneers in the field
of Cable TV. It restricts the
teams which may appear on
his cablecasts to those ABC
did not cover nationally this
past season, or in other words
the best of the leftovers. Once
the foot has been placed in the
door, it is obvious that more
strides will be made by Cable
TV in the field of college foot
ball in the near future.
Before the addicts pop the
champagne cork in celebration
of this new panorama of sport
scasting, I should point out
that in many instances Cable
TV has proven to be the sports
fan's ripoff rather than his
dream . While Cable com
panies initially served the arm
chair public by supplementing
the regular TV offerings and
providing telecasts of local

home games otherwise not the point where it is limited to year of his current contract, his
seen in the area, and the like, two participants who are on future in the NHL is very bleak.
several organizations, the the ice at that time. This has If the league were truly con
Sabres included, have begun been accomplished by the cerned about its image, accor
to ·use Cable or "Pay" TV in "third man in rule" and a re- ding to ·the "Hammer' it should
place of regular television, cent law mandating suspen- severely penalize a coach who
figuring that a fixed hook-up sions for players who leave the orders a player to violate the
charge would provide a hand bench to participate in an · rules of the game and then
some supplemental income. altercation, all in an effort to benches him for refusing to do
Hence, the number of Sabre change the image of the sport so, and also see to it that
games available to ordinary TV from one that centers around Mulvey's future in the league
viewers decreased from 34 in violence to one that em- 1s;9ot jeopardized by the incident.
·
1980-81 to 15 in 1981-82. Cable phasizes finesse and skill.
In the last few weeks we had
The second incident involvmay also replace CBS and
become
t_he
exclusive two major opportunities to ·ed a "sucker" punch by Jimmy
distributor of nationally find out just how serious the Mann of Winnipeg which
televised NBA Basketball. league is about changing its broke the jaw of Penguin Paul
Thus, the fan who's quick to image. A few weeks agp, LA. Gardner. Mann was suspended
jump on the cable bandwagon King coach Don Perry ordered (again after a week or more
will enjoy more sports journeyman defenseman Paul delay) for 10 games, a trivial
telecasts than he cou Id Mulvey to go out onto the ice sentence in light of the fact
possibly know what to do with, during a play stoppage to fight that Gardner will be lost to his
but he will have a hefty an opposing player. Mulvey, team for 25-30 games. Again,
hookup charge imposed for believing that such conduct Ziegler's argument _in support
many of the "choice" events does not belong in the sport of of his position is that any fur
he might wish to see. (The hockey, and realizing that such ther penalty is unprecedented.
reason why Al Davis wants to action would result in the Actually one could make the
move the Raiders to LA. is the aforementioned suspension same argument when the NBA
-potential for a cable package (for three games), refused to suspended Kermit Washington
that would enable him to go. As a result, Perry suspend- (for breaking the jaw of Rudy
charge $5.00 or more per ed Mulvey and then placed Tomjanovich) for a half a
viewer per game.) Meanwhile him on waiver~ . The league, season and fined him an addi
the ordinary viewer unable or after a week's investigation, tional $10,000, making it clear
unwilling to make the extra ex fined the team $5,000 and that such conduct would not
penditure finds his supply of suspended Perry for 15 days, be tolerated and that its rules
sports rapidly dwindling.
suggesting that any longer would be strictly enforced. It is
suspension would be un- about time the unwritten'
precedented and unwar- "common law" of the NHL,
*
ranted. Dave Schultz, the ex- embraced by Ziegler and the
The National Hockey hockey goon, now turned anti- almighty board of Governors
League has been concerned violent author, accused the · began to conform to the writ
with a lot more than television NHL of side-stepping the issue ten rules they adopt. After all,
coverage in recent weeks. The for the most part and hoping bad law not only makes for
League had been undergoing a that it will disappear by next hard cases, but for a poor
gradual alteration in its rules season . Schultz points out that public image of the entity in
on fighting, in recent years, to since Mulvey was on the last. volved.
i

1982 Commencement Committee Prese.nts

Open at all Law Students, Faculty, Staff and Administration

Time:

Thursday, February 25, 1982
·s:OO p.m. to closing
Place:
Bu·l1feathers P_
ine Lodge
3480 Millersport Hwy.
Admission: Holders of the Buffalo Law
School I.D.
'$1.00
All Others
$4.00
Admission
Includes:
ALL the Beer and Soda you·can
drink
100 lbs. of Chicken Wings
Other ·Munchies
Music and D.ancing
•
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CLASSIFIED ADS

TO THE MAN In the tuxedo at last year's party: Your Infant
son and I are looking lor you.
GRADUATING SENIORS: only 82 days tlll !lrades are due.
·
.
Kenny J.
MARGE: The Law School l.D.s are a great bargain but they
are non-negotiable. Andy
PHIL: Coke adds Ille without parole. See you at the 82 days
party. Al
SCHLEGEL: The Plalntlfl's problem Is that he can 't go to
the 82 days party. What 's yours?
MIKE: Show up before fatty gets to the wings. 8111
LOUIE D.: I'm yours, you animal.
SCOTT: Too bad you can 't let your hair down at the 82 days
party. Alan
JANET: Your breasts are ready . Pick them up at the 82 ·
days party. Stan Cheat, Bra/Brl
CHARLIE WALLIN : We are overenrolled lor the 82 days
party but we'll lorce register you. The Commencement
Committee
l'M COMING BACK for the 82 days par1y. Bliss
PLACEMENT FLASH: Volunteer research and writing posi
tions available In Baton Rouge. Interviews being con
ducted at 82 days party. Audrey.
CLASS: Can I get back to you ~bout this party? Barbie
LAW REVIEW ASSOCIATES: Attendance at the 82 days
party will be weighed heavily at promotion time. Law
Review Czara
'
AL KATZ: He knowe who I am.

,

GRADUATING SENIORS : Bring your resumes .
Bullfeathers may be hiring at the 82 days party. Alan
ED: Happy Seaqulcentennlal.
CHERYL: Ven a Caea. Good eate at the 82 days party.
THE 82 DAYS PARTY: Vldl Vici Venl
BILL: We'll meat you at Rootleo, Your Frlande.

,..

Purchase your I.[.). in Front of the Library.

